Solving real-world problems with faculty researchers at WashU

Biomedical Informatics and Data Science Summer Research Internship

Under the guidance of faculty mentors and research scientists, the BIDS internship allows undergraduate and graduate students from diverse academic backgrounds to focus on the support and elevation of biomedical informatics through research translation and practice.

11 weeks • Paid research opportunity

• Work within the lab of a field-leading faculty member and participate actively in research in progress
• Experience a broad range of biomedical informatics and data science research methods, technologies and theories
• Create a scientific poster for a culminating event for the School of Medicine community
• Stand out among peers when applying for degree programs or a career in the field

“There is such a wide variety of backgrounds covered between the different program mentors. They can offer something for everyone’s interests.”

KATHRYN M PIETKA, INTERN ‘21

Contact us
Email
OHIDS-education@wustl.edu
Web
i2db.wustl.edu/education

Learn more and apply